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There are two types of support for the patient's head / neck, Headrest (A) and Neckrest (B).

Headrest
The headrest gives a slightly larger support for the head and the shape provides a comfortable support to the sides. 
The lower part is slightly bevelled in order to not give pressure in the nape. The headrest can also be turned upside 
down if a thicker and rounder shape  in the nape is desirable.

The headrest is available in three models:
Basic: With a headrest cushion without side adjustability (C)
Side: With a side adjustable headrest cushion (D)
Side+: With side adjustable headrest cushion and side support brackets (right and left) (E)

Neckrest
The neckrest (B) is slightly smaller and acts as a support in the nape of the more active user.

The neckrest is available in two models:
Side:  With a side adjustable neckrest cushion (F)
Side+: With a side adjustable neckrest cushion and side support brackets (right and left) (G)

Side Support
Side support is used when the patient has an increased need for lateral stability on one or both sides. The side 
supports are reversible and can be used on the left or right side. Side support cushions are the same for the 
headrest and neckrest. The bends, however, differ in the form. 

The side support is available in two models:
Fix: Side support with fixed angle for headrest (H)
Vario: Side support with adjustable angle for 
headrest (I) and for necksupport (J)
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Adjustments
The head- / neckrest consists of two parts; an extension bar (K) which 
is monted in the bracket on the back of the wheelchair , and a head- / 
neckrest bar (L) with a cushion. The head- / neckrest  can be adjusted in 
height (24 cm) – depth (10 cm) using knobs. The angle of the cushion (M) 
and the angle between the headrest bar and extension bar are adjustable 
without tools. 

Dimensions - cushions:

Table1 - Dimensions - cushions

Model height [cm] width [cm] thickness [cm]

Headrest 16 31 5 (centre of the back)

Neckrest 13 28 6 (centre of the back)

Side support 13 11,5 2,5

Keep in mind:
It is possible to provide the head- / neckrest with 
a longer head- / neckrest bar (O) to increase the 
adjustability forward (10 cm).          

         This is a special design which needs to be evaluated   
in terms of risks. Evaluate if the benefits of this special 
design overcome the additional risks. 

Covers
Head- and neckrest comes as standard with grey Trevira CS fabric upholstery. They can also be ordered in black 
Trevira CS or black disinfactable Dartex. All covers are removable and washable at 60º C. Covers can also be 
ordered separately. 

Article numbers
All article numbers ars found in the Prescription Form, art nr 95750-1.

Extended bar

Tip!
Use the profile stop that enables to always 
set the head- / neckrest in the same position 
(accessory).        
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